
Request for Contract Update 

Pursuant to the terms of contract number________________ for _________________________ Contractor must 
notify and receive approval from Region 4 ESC when there is an update in the contract. No request will be officially 
approved without the prior authorization of Region 4 ESC.   Region 4 ESC reserves the right to accept or reject any 
request. 

hereby provides notice of the following update on 
(Contractor) 

this date . 

Instructions: Contractor must check all that may apply and shall provide supporting documentation. Requests received 

without supporting documentation will be returned.  This form is not intended for use if there is a material change in 

operations, such as assignment, bankruptcy, change of ownership, merger, etc.  Material changes must be submitted 

on a “Notice of Material Change to Vendor Contract” form. 

 Authorized Distributors/Dealers 

Addition 

Deletion 
Supporting Documentation 

 Products/Services 

New Addition 

Update Only 

Supporting Documentation 

 States/Territories 

 Supporting Documentation 

 Price Update 
Supporting Documentation 

 Discontinued Products/Services 
Supporting Documentation 

 Other     
Supporting Documentation 

Submitted By: 

Title: 

 Approved by Email:  Date 

 Denied by Email: Date 

Email Address: Region 4 ESC: 

Affordable Interior Systems, Inc. (AIS)R191801

Affordable Interior Systems, Inc. (AIS)

X

Helen Woods

Contract Manager

hwoods@ais-inc.com

Notes: Contractor may include other notes regarding the contract update here: (attach another page if necessary). 

Please see attached request letter supporting cost data attachment.

07/25/2022

X
Logistic Surcharge
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July 25, 2022 

Region 4 ESC 
Robert Zingelmann 
7145 West Tidwell Road 
Houston, TX 77092 

Re: Contract #R191801 Temporary Surcharge Request 

Dear Mr. Zingermann, 
Along with fellow furniture manufacturers and many industries across the country, AIS 
continues to experience significant cost increases in all aspects of operations. We have 
worked hard to minimize the impact of the elevated cost of materials, labor, and 
transportation to our customers. Despite our best efforts, we have reluctantly needed to 
implement several price adjustments over the past 18 months. 

With ongoing market volatility, no reliable predictions as to when these conditions will 
ease, and recent fuel and commodity price hikes, our costs have again increased in 
substantial and unexpected ways. For these reasons, AIS is implementing a temporary 
1% logistics surcharge on our list pricing effective August 15, 2022. This temporary list 
price surcharge is not subject to discounting. 

AIS will continue to monitor economic conditions, and the specific factors affecting costs 
associated with the manufacture and delivery of AIS products, with the goal of reducing 
or removing this surcharge as soon as possible. Although our team monitors market 
conditions week to week, AIS will re-evaluate in September/October time frame. 

Our team considers a variety of factors and reviews data from multiple sources, 
including an internal financial analysis. To view one such source, a cost index, that we 
utilize to closely monitor market conditions, please see attached.  

As always, our customers come first. Given the current and extraordinary economic 
challenges with which we all are contending, we are even more grateful for your 
partnership and loyalty. 

We thank you in advance for your understanding and rest assured, we will continue to 
be here for you. 

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please contact me. 

Respectfully, 

Helen F. Woods 
Contract Manager 
978.567.5163 
hwoods@ais-inc.com 
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Oil

Cost Index 
The following charts are from one source that AIS uses to  
monitor and respond to market conditions. They illustrate  
the cost of materials and freight over a 3-year period.

Steel

Aluminum

Copper

Plastic

Pallets

Particleboard
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